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Accelerated Computation of the Free Space Green’s
Function of Semi-Inﬁnite Phased Arrays of Dipoles
Christophe Craeye and Filippo Capolino
Abstract—In this Communication, we provide an efﬁcient algorithm for
the evaluation of the semi-inﬁnite array Green’s function (SAGF) for a
semi-inﬁnite planar periodic phased array of dipoles in free space. For
observation points not too far from the array plane, the algorithm uses a
hybrid spectral-spatial representation of the Green’s function accelerated
with the Levin T method, that we show to be faster than the Shanks method.
For observation points sufﬁciently far away from the array plane, we show
that the SAGF is efﬁciently evaluated by using asymptotic ﬁeld expressions.
Asymptotics is also used to explain the loss of accuracy of the Levin T accelerator in certain regions, and a correction procedure is proposed to overcome this problem.
Fig. 9. Radiation patterns [measured (–) and simulated (1 1 1) ] of
E -component in the E-plane.

Index Terms—Arrays, Green’s function, numerical methods, periodic
structures.

I. INTRODUCTION
IV. CONCLUSION
A wide-band top loaded dual sleeve antenna, employing
broad-banding techniques has been investigated numerically and
experimentally and is shown to yield an impedance bandwidth ratio
of 4.2:1 for a VSWR of less than 2.0:1. The typical antenna radiation
pattern behavior has also been observed over the bandwidth. The
symmetrical structure of the antenna offers radiation pattern stability
in the operating frequency band. An attractive feature of the antenna
is its compact size due to the considerably small ground plane. The
antenna is proposed as a suitable option for broadband mobile and
vehicular communication.
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In a previous paper [1], one of the authors presented a method for
the fast computation of the scalar semi-inﬁnite array Green’s function
(SAGF) related to semi-inﬁnite planar phased arrays of dipoles, i.e. arrays which are inﬁnite along the y -direction, and semi-inﬁnite along x,
as shown in Fig. 1. The algorithm was based on the Shanks method [2]
and was accurate for points close to the array plane. One of the authors
has derived an asymptotic formula for the SAGF for observation points
that are not too close to the edge of the array [3], [4]. As shown in [5],
[6] and [7], the SAGF function is used as an excitation in the method of
moments for the estimation of the effects of array truncation. Furthermore, the SAGF can be used to evaluate the ﬁeld radiated by an array
in presence of a scattering environment, as shown in [8].
In this Communication, to further accelerate the algorithm presented
in [1], we use the Levin T accelerator [9] instead of the Shanks method.
We show that it provides accurate results for points not too far (up to
several wavelengths) from the array, but that a direct application of the
Levin method (as well as the Shanks method in [1]) can result in large
errors for some conditions of phasing and observation height. We show
that these large errors are avoided when we apply the “ﬂip” procedure,
i.e., when the SAGF is evaluated by subtracting the GF of the complementary problem from the inﬁnite-array GF. For larger distances from
the array (several wavelengths), asymptotic formulas are given here for
the scalar SAGF, instead of for the electric ﬁeld as in [3]. Numerical results indicate the z -distance from the array plane where the asymptotic
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Fig. 1. Geometry of the semi-inﬁnite array of parallel dipoles. The array is
truncated in the x-direction and inﬁnite along the y direction. The cylindrical
coordinate system is used in the asymptotic result.

formula becomes more accurate than the Levin T formulation obtained
with a given number of terms.
II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The geometry of the array of phased dipole elements with impressed
current, all oriented along the same direction, radiating in free space,
is shown in Fig. 1. The array is inﬁnite in the y direction and truncated
in the x direction. Both cartesian and cylindrical reference coordinate
systems, with cylindrical axis along the array edge, are introduced such
that the array occupies the region x > 0, z = 0. The interelement
spacings are dx and dy along the x and y directions, respectively. Bold
face symbols deﬁne vector quantities. The dipole sources are located at
r0mn = (mdx ; ndy ; 0), with m = 0; 1; 2; . . . and n = 0; 61; 62; . . ..
The SAGF for the vector magnetic potential produced by the parallel
dipoles and evaluated at an arbitrary location r  (x; y; z ), is represented by the scalar potential

A (r ) =

1

1 e0jkR
e0jmk
4Rmn
m=0 n=01

d

e0jnk

d

(1)

where k is the free space wave number, and Rmn is the distance between the observation point r and the mnth dipole. The terms kx0 and
ky0 account for an assumed linear phase difference between adjacent
elements in the x and y directions, respectively (a time dependence
exp(j!t) is assumed and suppressed).
III. THE ACCELERATED LINE-BY-LINE APPROACH
As done in [1], the SAGF is conveniently expressed by summing the
scalar potential contributions of all the inﬁnite y -directed linear arrays,
each one being represented by a spectral sum of cylindrical waves via
the zeroth-order Hankel function of second kind

A (r ) =

1 e0jk y 1
H0(2) (kq Rm )e0jmk
4jdy
q =01
m=0

d

:

(2)

Here, Rm =
(x 0 mdx )2 + z 2 corresponds to the distance to
successive lines of dipoles, denoted by index m; kyq = ky0 + 2q=dy
is the q th Floquet wavenumber along y , and

kq =

2
2 ;
k2 0 kyq
k2 > kyq
2
2
2 0 k2 ;
0j kyq
k < kyq

(3)

is the Floquet radial wavenumber of the q th cylindrical harmonic. Hereafter this method is called the “line-by-line” approach. For the radially
evanescent q -harmonics (with imaginary k;q ), the Hankel functions
have an imaginary argument and the sums in (2) over both q (successive harmonics) and m (successive lines) are exponentially converging.

Fig. 2. Relative error of the Green’s function for a semi-inﬁnite array, as a
function of the number of m terms, for an observation point located in the
middle of the ﬁrst unit cell. Obtained using the Levin T extrapolation procedure,
for different heights of the observation point indicated next to the curves.

In this Communication, the m-series of propagating cylindrical waves
(with real k;q ) is further accelerated with the help of the Levin T transform, which already proved powerful for the acceleration of other periodic Green’s functions as in [9]. In the following, we specialize the
formula given in [9] to n = 1, which provides the highest degree of
extrapolation. Denoting with Si = im=0 (1) the successive values of
the m-sum in (2), the extrapolated value for the m-sum is

S

ex

=

0
(01)i CiM

M
i M
i=0 ( 1) Ci

i+1
M +1

M
i=0

i+1
M +1

M 01
M 01

S
S

S

0S

(4)

1

0S

where CiM is the binomial coefﬁcient. Note that only the values from
S0 to SM +2 are required (i.e., the potential generated by only the ﬁrst
M +3 lines). The Levin T transform is more elaborated than the Shanks
transformation, and it involves coefﬁcients whose calculation may take
a signiﬁcant portion of the overall computation time. The latter, however, can be tabulated. In [9], the Levin T accelerator is applied to
the doubly spectral-sum formulation of the GF for inﬁnite-by-inﬁnite
arrays.
In Fig. 2 we illustrate the efﬁciency of the Levin accelerator by computing the SAGF for the same problem as in [1, Fig. 2]. The SAGF
is thus computed for observation points r = (0:5dx ; 0:5dy ; z ), with
heights z = 0,1,5 and 25 wavelengths . The relative error is evaluated against a more accurate reference SAGF still evaluated with (4),
but with M = 30. From the results in Fig. 2 we infer that the convergence rate is exponential, which is much faster than when using
the Shanks transform, that provides convergence of the order of 1=m2
[1]. In the on-plane case (z = 0), for instance, the ﬁrst order Shanks
transform would take about m = 200 propagating cylindrical waves
to achieve a relative error equal to 1008 , while here, the Levin T accelerator needs only m = 10 propagating cylindrical waves to achieve
the same accuracy. As will be explained in the following, the convergence rate slightly decreases for observation points away from the array
plane.

IV. ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTION
We report here asymptotic closed forms for the scalar potential
based on the results presented in [3], [4] for the electric ﬁeld. Without
loss of generality, due to symmetry, we restrict our analysis to the
upper half-space z > 0. The radiated potential is expressed as

A (r ) =

1
p;q=01

SB
AFW
pq (r)U pq 0 

1
+

q =01

Adq (r)

(5)
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Fig. 3. Transverse-to-y domain for the semi-inﬁnite array. The 00th FW exists
on the right side of its shadow boundary (SB), the abrupt FW discontinuity is
repaired by the 0th diffracted ﬁeld. Higher order pq FWs and q diffracted ﬁelds
are in general evanescent, along z and , respectively. Distinct points r1 and
r2 are reached by two parallel rays that are the 00th FW with shifted origin.

which contains an inﬁnite series of (pq)-indexed FW contributions
d
AFW
pq (r), and q -indexed diffracted ﬁelds Aq (r) arising from the edge
of the array. The pq th FW in (5) is given by

e0j (k
AFW
pq (r) =

x+k

y +k

z)

(6)
2jdx dy kzpq
and U ( ) = 1 or 0 for > 0 or < 0, respectively. The spectral
wavenumbers kxp = kx0 + 2p=dx , kyq = ky0 + 2q=dy , represent

the FW propagation wavenumbers along x and y , respectively. Further2
2 1=2
0 kyq
) characterizes propagating FWs for
more, kzpq = (k2 0 kxp
2
2
2
2
2
k > kxp + kyq and FWs evanescent along z for k2 < kxp
+ kyq
, since
in this case kzpq = 0j jkzpq j. It is worth noting that the FW representation in (6) is the same as that for the inﬁnite array, except for the Heaviside unit step function U in (5) that conﬁnes the domain of existence
of the pq th FWs to the region  < SB
pq (see Fig. 3 and [3]). The angle
SB denotes the shadow boundary (SB) of the pq th FW and, for proppq
01
agating FWs, is given by [3, eq.(24)]SB
pq = pq = cos (kxp =kq ),
with kq given in (3), which also speciﬁes the direction of the azimuthal component (in the (x; z ) plane) of the propagating pq th FW
wavenumber.
The asymptotic evaluation of the q th diffracted ﬁeld in (5) is carried
out in [3, Sec.III-B] for the electric ﬁeld, and adapted here to the scalar
potential
P
0j (k +k y)
2
Bq +
Wpq0 F pq
0 01
2dy 2jkq 
p=0P
2
+p Wpq+ F pq
(7)
+ 01
in which  = (x2 +z 2 )1=2 , Bq = [10ejd [k cos 0k ] ]01 , Wpq6 =
0[2jkzpq dx sin((pq 6 )=2)]01 , p = sgn(kxp ) and F is the transi-

Adq (r)  e

tion function of the uniform theory of diffraction (UTD) [10], (see also
[3]) whose arguments are pq6 = 2kq  sin[( 6 pq )=2]. In (6)
and (7), for an accurate approximation a few wavelengths away from
the array, the p, q -sums extend to all possible propagating FWs (see [3,
eq.(25)] due to the exponential attenuation of the evanescent Floquet
and diffracted waves along z and , respectively. Thus, in practice, only
a few terms, those propagating, have to be retained in (5) to provide excellent approximations of the radiated ﬁeld [4, Sec.II-B].
V. PERFORMANCE OF THE LINE-BY-LINE
ASYMPTOTIC APPROACHES

AND

In this section we show the relative error of the scalar potential radiated by the semi-inﬁnite array of dipoles, evaluated with the Levin T
accelerator (Section III) using only the potential radiated by the ﬁrst 10
lines [M = 7 in (4)] and the asymptotic formula in Section IV. When
evaluating the SAGF with the Levin T accelerator, it may be convenient
to use the decomposition

A = Aele (N ) + AL (N )

(8)

Fig. 4. Relative error of the SAGF for observation points along lines A and B
of Fig. 1. ky0
. Tick solid: asymptotic approach. Thick dashed: line-by-line
: . Thin dashed:
with M
. (a) Line A, kx0
. (b) line A, kx0
with shift, for different N ’s in (8). (c) Line B, kx0
. Without and with
N
shift.

=7
( = 10)

=0

=0

= 00 8 k
=0

where Aele (N ) is the potential radiated by the ﬁrst N linear arrays, and
AL (N ) is the potential radiated by the remaining semi-inﬁnite array,
evaluated with the help of the Levin T accelerator (4). The reason for
doing this is to limit the number M in (4) that otherwise needs to be
too large for certain array phasings. Indeed, round-off errors arise in
(4) because the numerator and denominator become excessively large
for large M . The relative error in Fig. 4 is evaluated against a reference
-and signiﬁcantly slower- solution decomposed as in (8) with N = 20
and by using a large value M = 25 in AL .
The array considered as an example has element spacings dx =
dy = 0:4. The potential is evaluated along the two vertical lines, A
and B, shown in Fig. 1, located at x = 0 and x = 5, respectively, and
ranging from z = 0:1 to z = 100.
In all cases in Fig. 4, the line-by-line approach in (4) (dashed curves)
looses accuracy when moving away from the array plane, while the
accuracy of the asymptotic approach (5) (continuous curve) improves.
At a certain height z , the two methods have comparable accuracy.
The ﬁrst result in Fig. 4(a) pertains to a SAGF evaluated along line A
and radiated by an array with phasings kx0 = 0 and ky0 = 0. Note that
the line-by-line approach starts to loose accuracy at z  3. In order
to understand this phenomenon, it is convenient to consider the phase
8m of the potential Am radiated by he mth linear array. For the q = 0
harmonic, the phase 8m is well approximated by the mth contribution
in (2)

8m  kx0 mdx + k0 z2 + x 0 m2 dx2

:

(9)
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For the particular phasing considered here, and for observation
points away from the array, the contributions from the ﬁrst linear
arrays (small m) are similar in terms of amplitude jAm j and phase
m . A clear amplitude and phase trend of the potential Am from a mth
linear array is established only for larger values of m. It seems that, in
order to provide a very good convergence, the Levin T accelerator (4)
needs a clear trend of Am for values of m close to M , which is the
number of linear arrays used in (4) to extrapolate the total potential.
In the following, we analyze the phase trend m of the elements with
m  M.
For the case in Fig. 4(a), when z is larger than , the phase m for
mM
departs from being linear and it approaches the quadratic
behavior in m with a vanishing slope versus m. This phenomenon is
conﬁrmed by another numerical experiment, in Fig. 4(b), that pertains
0 : and observation
to the same array but with phasing kx0
points along the line A. The line-by-line approach converges for small
for z0  , which, acz and becomes very inaccurate
cording to (9), coincides with the region where the phase m has a vanwhere m is now extended to
ishing variation versus m (@ m =@m
the real domain [11]). In [3], [4], and [11] it was demonstrated that the
point in Fig. 3 where the 00th Floquet wave originates from the array
plane coincides with that point where the phase variation m vanishes,
which depends on the location of the observation point. In other terms,
the line-by-line approach loses accuracy when the Levin T accelerator
is truncated before or in the region where the Floquet wave originates,
because, there, the m phase trend is not clearly established.
The consistency of this hypothesis is further conﬁrmed by the analysis of what happens when we extend the truncation area of the Levin
extrapolator. However, instead of using large values of M in (4), we
use the decomposition (8): M is kept equal to 7, while the contributions from N linear arrays are successively added before performing
the Levin extrapolation. In this way, the truncation region of the Levin
extrapolator is around the N M th linear array. Fig. 4(b) shows that
, bethe line-by-line approach, now decomposed as in (8) with N
comes very inaccurate for z2  : , and decompositions with N
and 36 become very inaccurate for z3  :  and z4  : ,
respectively. Therefore, the same accuracy is maintained if, to height
increments of z  z4 0 z3  z3 0 z2  : , correspond increments of N
linear arrays in the decomposition (8). Note that
 0 00
: ,
the ratio z= dx  : is very close to
01 kx0 
 is the direction of propagation of
where 00
; Floquet wave (see Fig. 3).
the p; q
A simple solution to this problem is obtained by avoiding the evaluation of ﬁelds from semi-inﬁnite arrays containing a stationary-phase
point. The curve labeled “with ﬂip” in Fig. 4(b) represents the potential
evaluated as A Ainf 0 Acompl , where Ainf is the potential radiated
by an inﬁnite planar array and Acompl is the potential from the complementary array that occupies the region x < (that is why we call it
with ﬂip). The line-by-line approach is applied to Acompl whose m is
now very regular because there are no Floquet waves arising from the
complementary array for this kind of phasing [3], [4]. The accuracy of
the line-by-line approach with “ﬂip” is very satisfactory.
, and the observation point is
In Fig. 4(c) the array phasing is kx0
now along the line B of Fig. 1. The line-by-line approach with N
and M
is not accurate because the observation point is illuminated
by the 00th Floquet wave that originates from a point that does not lay in
; ; M and therefore cannot be properly accounted
the region m
is
for by the Levin T accelerator. If the decomposition (8) with N
applied, the origin of the Floquet wave is correctly accounted for when
the observer is not too far from the array, and the line-by-line approach
provides a very accurate result.
In all cases considered, the accuracy of the SAGF evaluated with
the asymptotic formula (5) improves away from the array and the error

8

8

3

=7

8

= 08k
(error = 1)
3
8
8
=0

8

8

( + )
88

24

12 6
38
tan(

1
= 12
1 (12 ) 0 79
= cos ( ) 143
( ) = (0 0)

= 12
=
16 5

) = 0 75

=

0

=0

=7

= 0 ...

8

=0

= 10

30log
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z , which corresponds to an error decay of
in dB decreases as
=z 3=2 . Indeed, the asymptotic evaluation in (5) considers only the ﬁrst
x2
order diffracted ﬁeld Adq r which decays as =1=2 , with 
2 1=2
, and the asymptotic error is the next missing asymptotic term,
z
with decay =3=2 [3], [4].

1

)

1

=( +

1

VI. CONCLUSION
We have shown that the line-by-line approach presented in [1] for
the semi-inﬁnite array Green’s function (SAGF) and here combined
with the use of the Levin T accelerator leads to exponential convergence rates. The convergence rate decreases away from the array plane,
where asymptotic results, as those formulated in [3], [4], provide instead faster results for a given accuracy, and therefore should be preferably used for these observation aspects. The exponential convergence
makes the line-by-line approach combined with the Levin T accelerator
faster than the Shanks method for an accurate evaluation of the SAGF
not too far from the array plane. The convergence of the Levin T accelerator for the semi-inﬁnite array has been discussed and explained
by resorting to the wave dynamics associated to the problem. In particular, we have shown that the origin of the radiated Floquet waves must
be included in the region that is used by the Levin T accelerator to extrapolate the total potential radiated by the semi-inﬁnite array and the
decomposition (8) is applied for this purpose. When this decomposition is not sufﬁcient, the “ﬂip” operation (the total potential evaluated
as the one from the inﬁnite array minus that of the complementary one)
is useful to automatically regularize the ﬁrst M partial sums in (4).
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